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Project Context: 

 

As a special education teacher, I am always looking for ways to help students with special needs 

improve their self-esteem, and to create a safe learning environment for them within the school as 

a whole. This means helping mainstream students recognize and include students of all 

backgrounds into school culture. In our society, significant stigma surrounds disability designation, 

and people with disabilities often feel the need to “prove” themselves or “overcome” their disability. 

As a reading teacher, I am in the unique position of using texts to help students of all backgrounds 

explore multiple ways of being and knowing. In so doing, I work towards normalizing difference and 

replacing assumptions and stereotypes with facts and dialogues. Multicultural literature is all about 

providing authentic windows into minority experiences, and also about giving minority group 

members mirrors, or meaningful representation in mainstream media. However, I struggle to find 

books that reflect my students’ with special needs unique lived experiences. For these and other 

reasons, my graduate student friends and I sat down to create an online resource of instructional 

tools teaching literacy skills using books that prominently and positively feature individuals with 

special needs. 

 

Project Goals: 

 

We will focus on books that celebrate the strengths of disabled individuals and uphold the ideals 

of multiculturalism by promoting difference and respectfully representing individuals who have 

been historically excluded from literary depictions. We hope to create a resource for teachers to 

create instructional plans that foster discussions among students that promote empathy and 

understanding of disability in a classroom setting. 



Sample Texts and Teaching Tools 

High School (9-12) 

 

Magonia by Maria Dahvana Headley 

 

● Aza Ray suffers from an extremely rare lung disease. So rare, in fact, that she is the only 

known person in the world who has it. Aza’s world is a series of hospitals and 

medications…untilsheglimpses sight of a ship in the sky and a very 

different kind of life begins. But where does Aza really belong? Here on Earth or in the 

mysterious sky-world of Magonia? 

Discussion Questions: 

 

● Why do you think Headley chose the genre of speculative fiction rather than writing a 

more realistic story about a teenager with a rare condition? What does the fantasy 

element contribute to Aza’s story? Does it detract from the story in any way?  

● Read Corinne Duyvis, Natasha Razi, and Kayla Whaley’s discussion on “Magical 

Disabilities” (http://disabilityinkidlit.com/2016/03/23/discussion-magical-disabilities/) Do 

you think Headley is guilty of using any of the negative tropes they mention in Magonia? 

If so, what might Headley have done differently to avoid them?  

● It is mentioned multiple times in Magonia that Aza’s mother, Greta, administered a non-

approved drug to Aza that helped prolong her life on Earth, even thoughdoing so was 

illegal. (See page 81) What do you think of Greta’s decision? What would you have 

done in her position? Are the risks associated with such drugs worth the possible 

outcomes? (This question could also serve as the basis for an in-class debate on the 

ethics of medicine and drug testing.) 
 

● On page 305, Aza says “Being home is better than breathing, I tell myself.” Do you 

agree? What does “home” mean to you? What is it worth? 

 

Additional Texts 

 

● Stuck in Neutral by Terry Trueman  

● Jerk, California by Jonathan Friesen  

● Blind by Rachel Dewoskin  

● Six of Crows by Leigh Bardugo 

 



Activities/Projects/Assignments 

 

● Art- Draw, paint, or use another medium of your choice to visually represent your 

interpretation of Magonia and/or Aza. How is Magonia different from Earth as we know it? 

How does Headley describe Aza in Magonia as opposed to on Earth? Be as detailed as 

possible. 

 

● Examine some of the unique ways in which Headley represents certain words, phrases 

and passages through how they appear on the page (see pages 73, 115-116, 183, 256, 

and 308 for examples). What effect does this visual representation have in terms of the 

story and how you understand what is happening in each moment represented? Write 

about a specific person, place, or event that is significant to you and use or emulate 

some of Headley’s techniques. What words or phrases could you emphasize in this way 

to help your reader better understand what you are trying to convey? 

 

● Science/Medicine- Research rare diseases that doctors are currently trying to 

understand. What is known about these conditions? What research still needs to be 

done in order to understand them and find cures? How do doctors go about finding the 

information they need to better understand and treat such conditions? This project could 

be split up, with each member of the class focusing on a specific condition. This could 

also expand into a community engagement project, with the class creating resources to 

educate others on a specific condition and/or creating a fundraising campaign to raise 

money for additional research into one or more of these conditions. 

 

Writing/Reflection- Create an “apology list” for someone close to you. What would you say to 
this person if you thought you would never get the chance to speak to them again? 


